Trip Portal

A window into your flight department

STAY IN SYNC WITH
SECURE SELF-SERVICE INFORMATION
“Flight departments and charter
operators have been telling us
they need to provide a secure,
convenient view of flight
information to their clients.
With Trip Portal, they can finally
do that. ”
— David Fox
CEO and founder
Stellar Labs

Trip Portal is the only secure
window into FOS designed
for users outside the flight
department.
Executive assistants, corporate
travel planners and aircraft owners
save time by answering their
own questions through read-only
access to relevant FOS data. Flight
departments reduce incoming
requests for flight details and
continue to enter information only
once into FOS.

From their desktop or mobile
device, users can now estimate
and submit trip requests, view
past and future trip information
and download itineraries all
through a single, intuitive
dashboard. Predefined trip
details instantly sync from FOS
to a user friendly, read-only
portal where individual user
permissions protect private
information.

Self-Service FOS Information

Stay in Sync

Instant access to relevant FOS
information from your desktop
or mobile device without
phone calls and emails to the
flight department

Standardized trip request
forms, shared schedule
boards and service status
gives assurance requests are
recorded and services are
confirmed

Single Dashboard
Estimate and submit trip
requests, view past and future
trip information and download
itineraries all from a single
intuitive dashboard

Secure Access
Individual user permissions
ensure users see what they
need to and nothing they don’t

About Stellar Labs
Stellar is reimagining and
revolutionizing the business
aviation industry with a suite
of integrated, cloud-based
applications.
The Stellar solution is simple
enough for single-aircraft
operations, yet comprehensive
and robust enough to handle
the most complex operations
with large fleets and multiple
bases.

FO R T HE
FLI G HT DEPA RT MENT

F OR T HE
T RAVEL PLA NNER

Enter flight information just once
into FOS to share up-to-date
flight FOS information with users
outside the flight department,
reducing disruptive requests for
information without the need for
double data entry

Stay in sync with the flight
department by viewing summaries
of upcoming or previous trips and
drilling down for details

Configure the trip request form to
standardize trip requests coming
from travel planners, ensuring
requests contain the information
you need
Keep flight data and personally
identifiable information secure
by managing access permissions
for each user, ensuring travel
planners view only appropriate
trip and availability information

Get useful insights and make
informed decisions based on
accurate, up-to-date information
about aircraft availability and your
travelers’ scheduled trips
Estimate the duration and arrival
time of a flight between any
two airports with greater speed
and accuracy, all without phone
calls and emails to the flight
department
Submit trip requests that are
correct, complete and more easily
acted on by the flight department
Keep your travelers informed
by providing them detailed,
professional looking itineraries
Access and act on flight
information anywhere, from your
desktop or mobile device
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